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Abstract
Feminism is being receiving mostly as a negatively movement for a long 
time. There are many reasons why this is happening. This view of femi-
nism is not only perceived by men, but also women. This is why is an 
important problem and we must try to address it. 

Somewhere along the way the foundation of feminism was misinterpreted 
as hating men or as a destructive way of thinking for conservative house-
holds. What we aimed to address is how there is a new wave in feminism, 
the 4th wave, which is trying to advocate what feminism really stands for: 
Equality of rights for both men and women.
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INTRODUCTION
The 4th wave is trying to achieve everything that feminism stands for, 
however is a tough fight keeping in mind how the term feminism has been 
corrupted throughout the years. It is hard to showcase the movement as 
equal rights for men and women when many people have tried to excuse 
their hating actions on the movement. We are trying to let people see what 
4th wave stands for and how we can achieve equality of genders by helping 
each other, no matter the gender, race or nationality. 

4th wave feminism aims to achieve this by using the intersectional theory 
as its workframe. This theory implies that everyone is involved in the mo-
vement and instead of someone being the voice for a minority, that someo-
ne will give a chance to the minority to talk for themselves. 
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Researchers & 
audience 

For this project, researches are going to be Andrea Mateus, Dana Cox, 
Ann Adams, Claire DeCamp and Jesse Behne. We are all Miami University 
students studying empathy and how it can be use as a platform to solve 
wicked problems. 

As we consider who we are choosing to target, we considered both conve-
nience as well as our desire to work within the world and not just the Mia-
mi microcosm. On the one hand, reaching communities outside of Oxford 
would be a more useful and probably more appropriate task. However, we 
must complete our research largely within the context of Oxford and the 
Miami Campus.
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RESEARCH  QUESTIONS
ASSOCIATION
Why do millennials choose (not) to associate with feminism?

PERCEPTION
How is “feminism” perceived/viewed through the lens of social media?

EDUCATION
How might we portray 4th wave feminism in an educative and empathetic 
way?

 In order to bridge both context and our goal, we choose to use millen-
nials as our audience. In this way, we are able to use the available popu-
lation to study the wicked problem, but we can later use what we learn 
to generate content for a broader population outside of our city.
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Methodology
In order to answer these questions, we propose to do five separate obser-
vations. Each of the following observations will contribute data that will 
help us fully understand what people know and do not know about 4th 
wave and feminism and how we might be more educative about its mea-
ning. 

Observation   OVERVIEW
1. QUESTION: 

Association

DESCRIPTION: 
Informal survey of Miami students. 

OBSERVER: 
Ann Adams

DETAILS: 
Survey
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2. QUESTION: 
Perception

DESCRIPTION: 
Central Twitter analysis--downloaded tweets (n=3000) using the 
hashtag #feminist.

OBSERVER: 
Dana Cox

DETAILS: 
Used of software to extract tweets using the hashtag #feminist. This 
extraction was limited in two ways. 

1. Access only to tweets from April 22-April 29, 2017 
(the most recent).

2. There is a limit in the number of tweets to extract. 

3. QUESTION: 
Perception

DESCRIPTION: 
Analysis of comments section from selected online videos.

OBSERVER: 
Andrea Mateus

DETAILS: 
1. Emma Watson’s speech (4,200+ comments)

2. Lauren Southern: Why I am not a feminist (5,500+ comments)

3. The Mask You Live In (documentary comments)
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4. QUESTION: 
Education

DESCRIPTION: 
Able to observe larger groups of individuals that are unable to on 
campus or in person. Receive different view-point not typically asso-
ciated with feminism. 

OBSERVER: 
Jesse Behne

DETAILS: 
These are the documentaries that were observed:

1. “The mask you live in” Jennifer Siebel Newsom.

2. “My trangender kid” Emma Young.

3. “Dark girls” Bill Duke, D. Channsin Berry.

5. QUESTION: 
Education

DESCRIPTION: 
Observations of Gender Studies classes.

OBSERVER: 
Claire DeCamp

DETAILS: 

WGS/GEO 436/536: Women, Gender, and the Environment. Class 
presentations on gender and development.
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Methodology: 
Raw Data

Each of us did observations and found data that helped us better unders-
tand what the core of the problem is and which are the stakeholders we 
need to target. Here is an overview of each of our observations: 

Observation  :  Twitter ANALYSIS  / DANA COX
Twitter Analysis. Both Quantitative and Qualitative analysis was conducted 
on the roughly 3000 tweets that contained the hashtag, #feminist. The Twi-
tter Analysis Google Sheet was developed as a hobby by Martin Hawksey. 
Free to download, the Google Sheet works to gather tweets based on pro-
vided search criteria. The tweets are returned in a new Google Sheet that is 
readily available for analysis. In addition to gathering tweets, some quanti-
tative analysis is possible within the sheet.
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There are limits to the number of tweets TAGS can capture. Twitter API 
data is only available for seven days so we are limited to tweets made 
in the previous week. Furthermore, Twitter limits the number of tweets 
you can capture. Using a hashtag as a search term, I found that I was 
limited to approximately 3000 tweets. 

I ran a few different searches as pilot studies prior to the final capture. 
I identified feminism and feminist as search terms but found that my 
capture exceeded the tweet limit but only went back a few hours. The 
volume of tweets using these terms is that high. When using the hash-
tag #feminist, I found that i was able to get four days of material. I de-
cided that having tweets over multiple days would give me a better data 
set for two reasons. First, the tweets were less likely to be single event 
related. If there was a high volume of tweets in a short period of time, it 
is likely that those tweets were inspired by a public event or news story. 
Second, that fast tweet rate may include a high proportion of retweets 
instead of new content or timeline tweets. 

I ran my final search at 9:21 AM on March 30. Here are the results of my 
capture.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS: 

Of the 2,938 tweets I was able to capture using the hashtag #feminist, 
all of them were unique. Initially, there was no indication of spam pre-
sent in the data. 

Over 66% of the tweets contained links and 54% were retweets. The 
tweets spanned the time between March 26, 2017 at 4:14PM at March 
30, 2017 at 9:21AM. 

You can find the overall tweet activity is represented in the chart on the 
next page.
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If we turn our attention away from the general data set and toward in-
dividual users, there were some quantitative patterns. There were 2,554 
unique tweeters in the data set and the majority of the tweets came 
from single-use tweeters. I am defining a single-use tweeter as someone 
who tweeted #feminist one time in the span of the data. In fact, 79% of 
the tweets were from single-use tweeters. 205 tweeters used the hash-
tag more than once and there were four tweeters with greater than 15 
tweets in the data set and a summary of their activity is found in the 
chart below. A qualitative analysis of their tweets will follow.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: 

From the quantitative results, I was able to ask two questions that 
would lead to more insight about how the hashtag #feminist is being 
used and what it might mean to millennials who consume that media.

Use of #feminist
The first qualitative analysis I completed was an examination of the 
tweets of the top tweeters (n=4). 

@SeleneXXMichael (Selene). Selene’s profile indicates that she is a  
“gender critical radical feminist, bisexual who respects lesbians, visual 
artist, meme-maker.” The entire body of tweets were shared links with 
minimal additional content. A careful examination exposed that her 
use of the hashtag was attached to cartoons related to feminism, which 
she shared in high volume. In fact, 87 of the additional tweets were RT 
(retweets) of her content. Here is a sample of the content tweeted by 
Selene and retweeted three times. The comic is reflective of fourth wave 
feminism, though not all comics posted by her did so.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: 

From the quantitative results, I was able to ask two questions that 
would lead to more insight about how the hashtag #feminist is being 
used and what it might mean to millennials who consume that media.

Use of #feminist
The first qualitative analysis I completed was an examination of the 
tweets of the top tweeters (n=4). 

@SeleneXXMichael (Selene). Selene’s profile indicates that she is a  
“gender critical radical feminist, bisexual who respects lesbians, visual 
artist, meme-maker.” The entire body of tweets were shared links with 
minimal additional content. A careful examination exposed that her 
use of the hashtag was attached to cartoons related to feminism, which 
she shared in high volume. In fact, 87 of the additional tweets were RT 
(retweets) of her content. Here is a sample of the content tweeted by 
Selene and retweeted three times. The comic is reflective of fourth wave 
feminism, though not all comics posted by her did so.

This data shows that the hashtag #feminist is being used by individuals/
organizations outside of the feminist movement to critique or harm tho-
se within. Here, it was used as a political tool to promote a male-centric, 
misogynistic perspective on issues that feminists are concerned about. 
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CONCLUSION: 

Identified Problems
-Hashtags such as #feminist are used for education, but also for mar-
keting and harrasment. Encouraging the use of this hashtag might help 
people identify with the movement, but may also bring consequences 
for individuals.

Ah-Has (Findings)
-The twitter hashtag #feminist is used by 3rd and 4th wave feminists 
and the content shared is being consumed by other users. Whether they 
are inside or outside of the movement, the hashtag is also being used by 
individuals who want to market content to people who identify as femi-
nists. Thus, there is evidence that people believe that this hashtag will 
connect them and their ideas with people inside of the movement.

-It is also being used by individuals and organizations outside of the 
feminist movement to critique or harm those within. Here, it was used 
as a political tool to promote a male-centric, misogynistic perspective on 
issues that feminists are concerned about. 
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Observation  :  YOUTUBE VIDEO COMMENTS / 
ANDREA MATEUS

COMMENTS: 

- I can completely respect Emma W. for realizing the fact that men face 
inequality and feel they have an image to uphold, just like women. One 
of the reasons feminism is said with a negative vibe is because there are 
feminists that return the inequalities of women with hate towards men, 
without realizing men face some of the same issues. Finally someone has 
realized inequality is someone for everyone and has come out and admitted 
it, and even try to help not only women, but also men. It makes me feel 
like there can be inequality in a distant future
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- I can completely respect Emma W. for realizing the fact that men face 
inequality and feel they have an image to uphold, just like women. One 
of the reasons feminism is said with a negative vibe is because there are 
feminists that return the inequalities of women with hate towards men, 
without realizing men face some of the same issues. Finally someone has 
realized inequality is someone for everyone and has come out and admitted 
it, and even try to help not only women, but also men. It makes me feel 
like there can be inequality in a distant future.

- I don’t know why people cant accept what she say , i’m on her side cuz 
everything she says is true Just think with ur brain. not ur culture or what 
u grew up to knew.

- Nope, Feminism doesn’t address equality, and never will. “Fem” is the 
spanner in the works, because the one thing that unifies us all, is being 
“human”.

-God, I thought maybe for once I’d look into the comments and see a nice 
discussion on the beautiful things Emma is trying to do. But no, it’s just 
complaint on top of complaint.

For the men saying its unequal: she is literally stating in her speech that 
men are oppressed in certain ways as well, emotionally and physically for 
example. She is fighting for both. She wants gender stereotypes gone and 
for people to be people regardless of gender.

For the women saying its stupid she’s including men: yes, men are not 
as oppressed. They are not married off at young ages or not given basic 
human rights like women are in some places. But they do have problems, 
as I stated before, oppressed emotional feelings and body image for ex. Just 
because your problems seem bigger does not discredit someone else’s. 
And yes, women are strong and can fight for themselves. But if we join as 
a whole, male, female, and all other gender identities, we can form an all 
powerful movement for GENDER EQUALITY.
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- Wow, I’m a 23 year old male who supports women’s rights but it never 
quite dawned on me until now that chauvinism actually hurts men and 
their ability to coup with emotional baggage, even to the point where some 
of us commit suicide. It makes me think about a lot of my behaviors and 
wonder if I might be better of not tRying to fake a senSe of invulnerabili-
ty that I’ve never genuinely felt. Thanks Emma, however scared you felt 
giving your speech, I can honestly say it reached me.

-Because, as a man, I feel that I am a valuable person too.  I believe that my 
issues are important and that I should have the same rights and privileges 
that women now enjoy.  Why can’t we have equal rights instead of wo-
men’s rights?  Why can’t everyone have rights?

- She has a very good point and shows both sides of the argument. Well 
said by Emma Watson. I’m an egalitarian by the way.

Find an image below with comments on the video:
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COMMENTS: 

- Such a destructive way of thinking. I’ve been thinking this for a long time. 
Why is it so scary to our society that men and women might be thinking, 
feeling and experiencing the same thoughts and struggles? 

-There’s a lot on anti feminism in the comments yet this video has nothing 
to do with feminism. Weird. Stick to the topic at hand and stop using femi-
nism as a scape goat it’s not gonna make the problem go away. 

-As a um, man, that cries a lot and had trouble seeking help in understan-
ding myself during my teenage years, this is the kind of feminism I can get 
behind. When I cry, I’m told to “man up” and stop, but I can’t (i’ve always 
been a sensitive dude). In my teen years, it made me angry at myself be-
cause people told me that I was a cry baby that was behaving like a girl.
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COMMENTS: 

-Naming a movement “feminism” then claiming it’s a movement for equal 
gender rights is like naming a movement “white supremacy” and claiming 
it’s a movement for racial equality.

-Jas A She mentions different issues across the globe that exist for women 
(and issues that exist for men too, don’t worry I’m not leaving them out) 
but the point is these specific set of issues, things that constitute pretty 
much basic human rights, exist for women because of the fact that they 
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are women. These issues simply don’t exist for men just because they are 
men. And so she wants to make those things better. I don’t see what is so 
wrong with that? It doesn’t mean that only women should back her and 
it doesn’t mean men don’t have their own set of struggles, it’s just saying 
that these are basic rights that men (and some women) already have that 
should apply to everyone.

-[Intersectional] Feminists actually don’t do anything for women either 
now (from abuse victims to those oppressed in third world countries). Ins-
tead they follow behaviour that excludes those still mentally and physically 
suffering from this and bully them instead if they say something ‘erratic’ 
- yet they claim that they defend non-neurotypical people and don’t vic-
tim blame? [personal experience, they were literally making me feel bad 
for being abused and defending the abuser just because they were “men-
tally ill”]. They also just go around hating white people, bullying people, 
whining about silly things, acting like bitchy high school girls and being 
absolute HYPOCRITES (e.g. against body shaming but then body shame 
people - most particularly men?) They need to be stopped right in their 
tracks and firmly told that they’re not as angelic and good-hearted as they 
apparently think they are.

(Just a side note: These are the typically younger ones who oppose ones 
like Anita Sarkeesian and ‘white feminists’. They stand against the syste-
matic oppression of both genders faced with the aspects of race, ethnicity, 
sexuality, gender, disability etc. but as I’ve explained, the majority are 
making it a joke. It’s all so terrible and entitled. Just a bunch of school girls 
creating chaos and hardly physically helping anyone.)

-why cant feminism be called the female entitlement movement instead, 
because it really advocates that.

-she is not a feminist because shes a woman men like. no men like femi-
nists...that is why they are angry cause they are tired of rejection.
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CODING:

- I color coded the reactions in the comments, which then I diveded in 
themes and subthemes: Green are the positive feelings toward feminis and 
red the negative feelings toward feminism. Here are an example of two out 
of the 6 pages worth of coding I did:

THEMES / SUBTHEMES: 

Code: Manhating
Theme: Man in feminism
Sub Theme: hating man
Mentions: 4
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Code: Manhating
Theme: Man in feminism
Sub theme: how they don’t feel included in feminism
Mentions: 7

Code: Manhating
Theme: Man in feminism
Sub theme: empowering women
Mentions: 3

Code: Raceinfem
Theme: White people
Sub theme: White supremacy
Mentions: 2

Code: Womanaboutfem
Theme: Woman hating feminism
Sub theme: Hate toward 3rd wave feminism specifically
Mentions: 3

Code: Womanaboutfem
Theme: Woman hating feminism
Sub theme: Woman calling themselves not feminist
Mentions: 11
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CONCLUSION: 

Most of the comments were negative toward the videos and even those 
that were positive had responses very negative. it i clear that this is a 
very sensible topic and there is really no middle ground when it comes 
to who is right or wrong. Most of the comments were from females that 
were arguing between each other about the meaning and purpose of 
feminism. Men on the other hand were not as brutal in the responses, 
even though most of them were pretty upset with some women views 
were men were not suffering as much. Lots of people highlighted diffe-
rent reasons to support their meaning of feminism, which shows how 
many different meaning there are. 

Identified Problems

-Not a clear meaning of feminism.
-There is no union within the feminine stakeholders.
-It is a very sensible problem that a lot of people are not open minded 
towards. 

Ah-Has (Findings)

-Women were more aggressive about the topic
-Men were very open about their emotions when talking about the topic
-Many women are against feminism, however most of them have opi-
nions based on the cultural actions that feminism have done rather than 
the core of the foundation of the movement 

What themes arose from the observations?

-Men in feminism
-Racism in feminism
-Woman hating feminism
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How do frameworks from our empathy reading apply to this issue?

- Being open-minded and learn to listen is very important, specially in 
this conversations where people seem to not listen to others and be 
stuck with their ideologies
- A lot of people seem to be justifying their thought and actions in femi-
nism which in reality is not what it stands for, this applies the following 
a leader excuse mentioned on the book
- Social media has definitely shaped the way news about feminism 
spread and some of them could be manipulated, which applies what the 
booked mentioned about how quality of talking has been decreasing 
given to how technology have been used for communication. 

Find below an image that portraits this miscomunnication, these are 
comments from the Lauren Southern video:
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Observation  : DOCUMENTARIES / JESSE  Behne

Watching Documentaries: I was able to observe larger groups of indi-
viduals that I am unable to on campus or in person. Receive different 
view-point not typically associated with feminism. 

THE MASK YOU LIVE IN: 

Common theme of Older Men seen as role models on how to be a man. 
“Be a Man.”
 Things men are taught as children on how to be a man: 
Masculinity = Athletic ability + Economic Success + Sexual Conquest = 
Silent and Conform
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1. Athletics:
Unable to participate in things they want to as kids. (Drama, Band, Arts, 
etc)

2. Economic Success;
Must be the prime breadwinner
Don’t do what you love rather what makes you happy

3.Sexual Conquest:
Must dominate women sexually

OLDER MEN:

-Remembering the moment when they were forced to be masculine. 
-Older figures telling them to “Be a man”
-Taught violence, sexualization, sports, and what success is.
-‘Men are tough and Strong’
-Men now attempting to make it better for their sons
 -Loving with their sons.
 -Nurturing their emotions rather than shutting them down.  

YOUNGER BOYS:
-Hierarchy and separation of Boys and Girls. 
-Tough guys to women
 -Birth of gay stereotype and hating associated with weakness. 
 -Tough Guys are the most masculine and on top. Weaklings and   
            girls on the bottom because they are the least masculine. 
-Learn to Just “Deal with issues”
-Physical force not to express emotions
-IMPORTANCE OF FRIENDS 
 -Young age 10-12: Closeness express emotions and secrets
 -15-17: wanting intimate friendships but losing that, must deal   
     with it on their own. Relationships and empathy is conside    
            red feminine. ISOLATIONS
  -Male imitancy is considered ‘gay’
  -Relax rules through drinking and drugs. 
-Drinking and Drugs are the thing to turn to. Allows intimacy with men 
and women. (cope with loneliness) 
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-Adolescent Depression and Suicidal:
 -Associated with females because of the emotional aspects
 -Males: more aggressive act out more
  -Seen as a disrupted behavior. 
  -Ashamed to ask for help. Must Man up. 

-Most of the men interviewed are inner city school, men of different races, 
abusive or non-caretaking families. 

-Wear a mask because of lack of safety 

-Wanting Guidance and mentorship. 

-Boys are at a higher risk: 

 -Behavior problems
 -Dropping out of school. 
 -Violence
 -Prison system. 

-Coaches gaining father-like status, admiring them and wanting to be like 
them. 
-Hyper masculine figures  society looks up to in media, sports, video ga-
mes, etc. 
-Media and Masculinity
 -Superhero/hero=violence
 -Men of color thugs= stuck in this role
 -Man child = sexualize women but never grow up
 -VIDEO GAMES:
  -Violence
  -Masculinity
  -Escape

-Sexuality
 -Pornography at a young age increasing
 -“Women are made for Men to have sex with”
 -Taught women are inferior
  -Rape culture
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MY TRANSGENDER KID: 

Follows two young children who are transgendered: Paddy and George.
Children as young as three are identifying themselves as being transgende-
red. Most know they are at age six.

Paddy (Male to Female, age 8)
Paddy Parents:
 Difficulties:
  1.Pronouns: switching from he to she.
  2.Father used to tease Paddy about being a girl, now real  
  sing it was actually hurting Paddy by doing this
  3.They want to spread the word on accepting your children  
  for who they are.
  4.Their fears as parents rub off on her. Fear of ridicule or   
  hurt. 

Paddy Brother: Robby
  1.Confused having difficulties coming to terms with it. 
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Paddy still goes to class as a boy: friends accept it but adult    
have problem accepting it. 

 1. At school girls get to wear skirts, Paddy wants to wear the girls   
 uniform.
 2.Very afraid to go to school as a girl
  a.Absorbed parents fear.
  b.Afraid they won’t recognize her.

Quotes:
“I never was a boy,”
“I don’t want to be a girl, I am a girl. I just don’t want to be made fun of,”
“You are just the gender you are,”

Geroge (Female to Male, age 7)
-Changed gender at age 4
-Mother often told she shouldn’t indulge him because he’s so young.
-George distances himself from all things that remind him he was a girl
 -Identical Twin sister, to him twin equals girly
 -Goes to school as a boy
  -Forced to change schools. 
 -Hyper masculinity
  -Pink is gross
  -Participates in all sport
   -Hate of girls and girly things.
  -Wants to be like the men in his family (desperate)
   -Nick: transgender man
   -Need a role model someone to talk to let them   
   know they will be okay and be able to live a “normal  
   life”
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DARK GIRLS: 

Colorism: Variations in darkness of skin complexion, tied back to slavery 
when women were raped and had children because of that. This causes a 
hierarchy throughout the black community “the lighter you are the better.”
 -Paper Bag Test: If your skin is lighter than a paper bag then you are  
 considered beautiful possibly unintelligent superior. 
-Problems within black community Hierarchy. Lack of Unity v. Racism.
-Age of the internet it’s easier to make comments or be public about your 
disdain for other skin colors. 
-Negative self image hurts self esteem and causes further problems. Ha-
ppens at a very young age. 

THEMES / SUBTHEMES: 

Code: Man hating
Theme: Men in feminism
Sub theme: Men are viewed as unable to participate in feminism and 
oppressing women. 
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Code: Man hating
Theme: Men in feminism
Sub theme: Men must separate themselves from feminist things as much 
as possible, considered weak and inferior. 

Code: Transgender 
Theme: Isolation from community
Sub theme: Transgender children having a fear of bullying or isolation from 
their friend/community if they reveal their identity. 

Identified Problems

Feminism is traditionally thought as a only woman based movement (specifi-
cally: white, straight, upper to middle class women.) Intersectional feminism 
is about everyone, however there is still a disconnect between feminism and 
everyone else. 

Ah-Has (Findings)

-The statement “down with the patriarchy,” has connotations of being spe-
cifically women superiority or women fighting against men. However, the 
statement is rooted within the patriarchy being a social construct that both 
men and women have to face the consequences of. 

-Men are taught from a very young age how to be “masculine,” through: 
parental figures, the media, pornography, and video games; These items work 
in concert with each other to push stereotypes of male masculinity. 
 a.Masculinity = Athletic ability + Economic Success + Sexual 
 Conquest
 b.Hierarchy: women are associated with weakness and homosexuality.  
 In order to be on top you must conform to stereotypes. 
 c.Young boy’s desire comfort and companionship but in young adult  
 years are unable to find it giving them no outlet. 

-The transgender community is viewed as one of choice and is isolated from 
other gender, (You are not a woman you are a transwoman). There is a deep 
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fear of being hurt or removed from society if they are open about their sexua-
lity
 a.Children are able to identify their true gender at a very young age  
 and are afraid to tell classmates due to bullying
 b.Their is a potential for hatred of old self or old gender and their is a  
 desperate need for role models to coach them through this.

 

What themes arose from the observations?

-Each subgroup within intersectionality has their own struggles. 
-Their is a lack of communication between these groups leading to isolation. 
-Societal norms are the main driving force behind oppression.  

How do frameworks from our empathy reading apply to this issue?

There is an obvious gap in conversation between feminism and society, cau-
sing isolation and discontent between both parties. Communication is being 
hindered by close mindedness and the use of ‘the other.’ For example: femi-
nists are seen as ‘man haters’ and want to destroy men while men are seen as 
having a desire to demine women; when in reality not all feminist are against 
men but want to work with men and most men want equality for men and 
women. However these parties have difficulty talking to each other due to 
lack of empathy.  
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Observation  :  Gender and the Environment 
Class/ claire  decamp
Class Presentations and Reflection Submissions
Thursday, March 30, 10:00–11:20 am

For my GEO/WGS 436 class, Women, Gender and the Environment, we 
were posed a question for reflection which read, “Are you and why are 
you a feminist?  Why not? (it’s personal)—First consider your personal 
views as you entered the class, and then consider the why’s of feminism 
(feminist critiques) as you have heard them and what you are able to de-
rive as important aspects/beliefs of feminism from the readings.” From 
class readings, “experience is crucial to one’s direction and emphasis in 
driving theory, along with morality and honesty” Bell Hooks.

 The next day we discussed the topic in class and talked about what 
we’d written. In browsing the replies of my peers, a very consistent 
pattern appeared immediately. The answer was either a right off the bat, 
“I absolutely consider myself feminist,” or, “I’ve never really associated 
with feminism...” After the latter the writer would mumble on about 
how they had never really known or thought much about feminism 
beyond what reached them involuntarily via media. Another common 
theme that came up through the dialogue was that everyone truly belie-
ved in equal rights for people...but for some, feminism represented too 
many other afflictions for them to buy the whole package. Overall, those 
who proclaimed themselves feminist went on to explain the inequity li-
ving on the gender binary and social constructs...they usually held pretty 
clearly educated views. Those who were more timid to identify as femi-
nists typically said that based on what they’d seen in the media, they 
chose not to establish a sisterhood status for themselves...though they 
usually talked through how once they’d done some (actually academic) 
reading up on the topic they were more inclined to do so. These people 
almost always later stated that after our reading and class discussions 
they finally understood the true meaning and principles of feminism, 
and they agreed with its mission.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS: 

Before our reading and class discussion, 18 class members identified as 
feminists. 10 did not. Afterwards, all but one of the 10 said that upon fur-
ther education on the topic they would probably consider themselves to be 
feminist. Of the yes’s and no’s, 13 of the initial feminists were girls, and 5 
boys, while 3 girls and 7 boys said they did not identify as feminists. After 
the readings and discussion, all three of the females and 6 of the males 
said they would probably call themselves feminist in the future.

QUOTES: 
“I do not think I am a feminist. Before entering this class, I barely had any 
knowledge or deep understanding of feminism”

“If I were to answer this question before I took the time into to read the 
readings for this class and look into the actual definition of what a feminist 
is then I would have to say no. But after the readings and looking more 
into what being a feminist is, then yes I would say that I am a feminist.”

“I would definitely consider myself a Feminist. Throughout my thematic 
sequence at Miami (which is in WGS and this is now my third class) I have 
learned a lot about the struggles facing women and minorities in general.”

Ah-Has (Findings)

-The statement “down with the patriarchy,” has connotations of being spe-
cifically women superiority or women fighting against men. However, the 
statement is rooted within the patriarchy being a social construct that both 
men and women have to face the consequences of. 

THEMES / SUBTHEMES: 

Code: students thoughts on feminism
Theme: more educated students identify as feminists than those less edu-
cated on the issue
Sub theme: predominantly females identify as feminists in comparison to 
males
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THEMES: 

-Students educated specifically on feminism identify as feminists
-Females were more likely to be feminists
-Male students were less likely to say they were feminists
-They were also less likely to have been educated on feminism
-They sometimes felt victimized by the media’s perception of feminism
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Observation  :  Survey (61 responses) / 
Ann  Adams

Demographic
 
-100% ages 18 – 22
-86.4% female, 12.1% male, 1.5% prefer not to say

Findings
 
-80.3% identified as feminists, 19.7% did not identify as feminists
 

Samples of Responses
 
Participant 1
 
Age: 18–22

Gender: Male
 
Are you a feminist?: No
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: feminism is a funda-
mentally misguided movement. It bases itself on the idea that men and 
women are currently unequal in society yet time and time again has yet 
to show any real, systematic instances of sexism. Ironically, the feminist 
movement spends its time fighting a mythical gender wage gap in western 
societies and isn’t brave enough to fight where the real issues are, such as 
in the developing world where women’s rights are actually being subju-
gated. After feminism achieved full legal equality for women, it is now 
entirely useless in western society.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? If 
yes, please describe: third wave feminism was the semi-legitimate product 
of the 1990s that sought to mainly target media portrayals of women and 
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their objectification. fourth wave feminism is the current wave and is most-
ly made up of delusional insane asylum escapees with no grasp on reality.
 
How would you describe feminists? It depends, there are so many different 
kinds. Some are sensible and rational, yet they’ve been misguided in thin-
king that there is sexism on-going in the US. Other strains of feminists are 
so deep in the delusion that they have manufactured a reality and will even 
go so far to halt other’s views in an authoritarian way if need be. These 
“feminists” are not women’s rights advocates but women supremacists.

Participant 2
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
 
Are you a feminist?: Yes
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: The advocacy for equal 
rights between the sexes.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? If 
yes, please describe: No.
 
How would you describe feminists? Driven, assertive, successful.

Participant 3
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
 
Are you a feminist?: No
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: Not being done co-
rrectly for what it aims to achieve.
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Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? If 
yes, please describe: Nope.
 
How would you describe feminists? People with a valid idea but an invalid 
way of trying to achieve it.

Participant 4
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Male
 
Are you a feminist?: Yes
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: Equality of women.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? If 
yes, please describe: No.
 
How would you describe feminists? Moderate and looking to have women 
have the same opportunities as men.

Participant 5
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
 
Are you a feminist?: No
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: A movement that was 
once rooted in establishing equal rights, but is now involved in devaluing 
the differences between men and women and the specila skills each gender 
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brings to society.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? If 
yes, please describe: Only that the third is older than the fourth.
 
How would you describe feminists? Well intended.

Participant 6
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Male
 
Are you a feminist?: Yes
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: People pushing for 
women’s equality.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? No 
clue.
 
How would you describe feminists? Men and women who care about equa-
lity.

Participant 7
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
 
Are you a feminist?: Yes
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: Oh boy. I would say 
its a social justice movement that aims to acheive equality between men 
and women across all nations, races, and social classes. Today it is defined 
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by its intersectionality more than its basic womens rights foundation.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? Sort 
of? The third was in the 90’s and the fourth its occurring now.
 
How would you describe feminists? Uhhh, people who care about people 
and advocate fair treatment of people.

Participant 8
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
 
Are you a feminist?: No
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: Actions taken with 
the intent for men and women to have equal rights, including the right to 
vote, equal pay, paid maternity leave, etc.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? 
third- body, gender, and sexuality advocacy. Fourth- sexual abuse, rape, 
violence against women, unequal pay (PSA: Equal Rights Amendment), 
slut-shaming, and breaking the stereotypical body-types
 
How would you describe feminists? I believe that current feminists victi-
mize, and blame men for problems that men aren’t to blame for. Although 
I believe in equal rights for men and women, rallies are not held with res-
pect, and anyone that doesn’t agree with many feminists are shamed and 
put down, when the point of feminism is to support all women.

Participant 9
 
Age: 18–22
 
Gender: Female
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Are you a feminist?: Yes
 
How would you describe feminism as a movement?: Feminism as a mo-
vement has a history of being exclusive and discriminatory but it is finally 
starting to resemble a more intersectional and diverse group.
 
Do you know the difference between third and fourth wave feminism? I 
am not sure the exact difference except the fourth wave is a younger gene-
ration that more actively seeks to be inclusive.
 
How would you describe feminists? Feminists vary so much in ideology 
and action its impossible to describe feminists. They are angry, happy, 
pro-choice, anti-choice, concerned about the wage gap or street ha-
rassment, grass roots mobilizers, political lobbyist, and some don’t do 
anything about their feminism.

THEMES / SUBTHEMES: 

Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub Theme: positive view: fighting for equality
Mentions: 32
 
Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub theme: negative view: play the victim
Mentions: 5
 
Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub theme: negative view: too radical, too strong-willed
Mentions: 8
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Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub theme: mixed view: good intentions, but misguided
Mentions: 7
 
Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub theme: positive view: feminism is inclusive, intersectional theory
Mentions: 13
 
Code: Feminism
Theme: How millennials perceive feminism
Sub theme: negative view: women who do not identify as feminists
Mentions: 10

CONCLUSION: 

Most of the people who participated in the survey identified as feminists, and most of 
them were women. This is probably because I asked members of my sorority and high 
school (which was all-girls) as well as other college-age students to take it. Also, I 
myself identify as feminist and most of my friends do, and most of my friends took 
the survey, so this probably influenced the results of the survey as well. I would also 
conclude that people are more willing to participate in a survey about feminism if they 
consider themselves a feminist. However, even some of the participants who said they 
identified as feminists had a somewhat negative or obscured view of feminism – spe-
cifically fourth wave feminism or intersectional theory. A lot of the positive answers 
describing feminism said things like “women working for women’s equality”. The 
participants’ answers did not always include men. Some felt that feminists were too 
radical, were victims who blamed men, and were not inclusive if someone has a diffe-
rent view than them.

Identified Problems

-Not a clear understanding of feminism, or understanding of feminism as 
the old, third-wave movement and not the inclusive fourth-wave move-
ment.
-Feminists have good intentions, but are misguided on how to work toge-
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ther to achieve their goals.
-Feminism by definition is a relatively simple movement, but people are 
not always open-minded towards it and have made it more complicated 
than it needs to be.

Ah-Has (Findings)

-Many people do not identify as feminists because they only understand 
feminism as the third-wave movement.
-More women are willing to take a survey about feminism than men.
-Many women do not identify as feminists, despite it being a movement 
about achieving equal rights and opportunities for their own gender. 
-However most of them have opinions based on the cultural actions of a 
few radical feminists, rather than basing their opinions on the foundatio-
nal core of the movement.

What themes arose from the observations?

-Men’s role in feminism
-Feminism perceived as negative: man-haters, victims, not inclusive (more 
third-wave)
-Feminism perceived as positive: inclusive, working for men’s and wo-
men’s rights (more fourth-wave)

How do frameworks from our empathy reading apply to this issue?

-Empathy is at the heart of understanding the differing opinions surroun-
ding feminism and how people have chosen to perceive feminism.
-Being open-minded and a good listener is crucial when moving forward 
and helping people have a better understanding of feminism.
-“Walking around in each other’s shoes” is an important exercise that 
could help this movement and the conflicting opinions it invokes.
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This is a screenshot of the survey material collected:
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potencial design 
outcomes

1. Develop an Ad campaign that promotes intersectionality: Feminism is 
inclusive to all genders, sexes, sexualities, races, etc. Feminism has a nega-
tive connotation so rebranding feminism. 

2. Set up a support groups to allow people to express grievances of societal 
expectations. 

3. Design a poster campaign that encourages people to have a conversation 
about #feminists on twitter. 

4. Reconsider#Feminism; Reluctant#feminist; Develop a series of twitter 
conversations that expose the diversity of issues that are under the umbre-
lla of feminism and elevate and educate on fourth wave perspectives.
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5. Empathy at the Intersection. Create a campaign around the idea of inter-
sectionality and understanding others. We should really revise our original 
video with higher quality graphics and use it as the center of an online 
campaign that seeks to educate others about fourth wave feminism.

6. Design a platform  that would elevate and amplify the voices of fourth 
wave feminists on campus. 

7. Design an app based on rebranding feminism towards a more inclusi-
ve and intersectional movement. Include all races, genders, age groups, 
socioeconomic backgrounds, etc. Communication and news is at the center 
of the app – talk with feminists in your area, what is happening inside the 
movement, what is happening in politics that affects gender equality.

8. Use the current hating messages and misunderstanding in social media, 
from real people in our age target and create a branding campaign in which 
this is highlight. Most importantly showcase how both parties could have 
had a civilized conversation by listen to each other applying empathy. This 
way we could educate people to talk about feminism without attacking each 
other. First we must learn to communicate our thoughts and emotions.
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CONCLUSION
There is definitely a need to rebrand Feminism, there is a need to teach 
everyone, from young to old audiences, females or males, white or asian 
about the topic. There is a dark cloud over the term feminism and people 
need to be open to at least listen to each others opinion about it. 

We must approach males education as well, we must create awareness 
that feminism is not only focused on women, everyone is included. This is 
what 4th wave aims to achieve and we plan to achieve this through em-
pathy, through open everyone’s mind to understand why others think and 
feel the way they do. 


